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Directions to Willa Port Hotel in Ostróda
By train
From the Gdańsk Airport
After arriving at Gdansk Lech Walesa Airport (GDN), take the train or bus to reach Gdańsk Główny
or Gdańsk Wrzeszcz train station and change for a train to Ostróda.
To commute between the Airport and Gdańsk Wrzeszcz train station:
•

•

take a PKM / SKM urban train – the train station is in front of the terminal. Trains leave every
30 min. The journey takes ca. 20 min. The ‘city ticket’ costs 3,80 zł and can be bought
in ticket machines located on platform 1 or on-board, from the train conductor
(immediately after getting on the train).
take the bus, no. 110, direction Wrzeszcz PKP – bus stops are in front of the terminal. The
110 bus leaves every 20 min. The journey takes ca. 25 min. The single fare ticket costs 3,20 zł
and can be bought in ticket machines located outside the terminal and on-board.

To commute between Airport and Gdańsk Główny train station:
•

take the bus, no. 210, direction ‘Gościnna’. The 210 bus leaves every 30 min. The journey
takes ca. 30 min. The single fare ticket costs 3,20 zł and can be bought in ticket machines
located outside the terminal and on-board.

Trains to Ostróda leave Gdańsk Główny or Gdańsk Wrzeszcz several times a day. There are direct
and indirect connections. We recommend taking either a direct or indirect connection through
Iława Główna. The journey takes ca. 2 hours. The time schedule and ticket prices can be found at:
https://rozklad-pkp.pl/en.
From the Warsaw Airport
After arriving at Warsaw Chopin Airport (WAW), take the train or bus to reach Warsaw Central
train station and change for a train to Ostróda.
To commute between the Airport and Warsaw Central train station:
•

•

take the bus, no. 175, direction Pl. Piłsudskiego (recommended) until you reach Dworzec
Centralny (PL) – bus stops are in front of the terminal (search for stop ‘Przyloty 02’ on the
right side). The 175 bus leaves every 20 min. The journey takes ca. 30 min. The single fare
transfer ticket costs 4,40 zł and can be bought on-board or in ticket machines located at
the bus stop.
take the SKM urban train, line S2 or S3 to Warsaw Śródmieście or Central. The train
platforms are located on the ground floor of the terminal. Trains leave every 30 min. The
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journey takes ca. 20 min. The single fare transfer ticket costs 4,40 zł and can be bought onboard or in ticket machines available at the bus stops. The Warsaw Śródmieście station is
in a walking distance from Warsaw Central Station.
Trains to Ostróda leave Warsaw Central station several times a day. There are direct and indirect
connections. We recommend taking either a direct or indirect connection through Iława
Główna. The journey takes ca. 3 hours. The time schedule and ticket prices can be found at:
https://rozklad-pkp.pl/en.
By bus
From Gdańsk bus station, there is a direct bus to Ostróda. The bus leaves max. four times a day.
The journey takes ca. 2 hours. The fare depends on the availability of seats.
See bus and train timetables on the https://www.flixbus.pl/.
From Warsaw, there are several options to reach Ostróda by bus. The bus connections can be
checked at https://www.busradar.pl.
Arrival by car
From Gdynia ferry terminal
Take the Eugeniusz Kwiatkowski route towards expressway S6 (Tricity bypass road), direction Łódź.
Turn to expressway S7, direction Warsaw, and continue until the exit to road 530, direction
Ostróda. Continue on road 530 / Elbląska / Mickiewicza street (the road will change its name into
Mickiewicza street as you continue driving), until you reach the Willa Port Hotel.
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Accommodation in Ostróda

1.Willa Port Hotel Art&Business
4 – star hotel
ul. Mickiewicza 17, Ostróda

3. Hotel Promenada
2 - star hotel
ul. Mickiewicza 3, Ostróda

2. Hotel Platinum
4 - star hotel
ul. Wyszyńskiego 11A, Ostróda

Hotel Dom Polonii
2 - star hotel
ul. Pieniężnego 6, Ostróda
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